History of original corner establishment:
Corner established by Samuel G. Caudle under contract #364, dated August 12, 1880.

Set post for 1/4 sec. cor., from which
A fir, 30 ins. diam., bears S45°E, 47 lks.
A fir, 40 ins. diam., bears N68°W, 10 lks.

M. Whitmore, Tillamook Co. Deputy Surveyor, in 1957, found a 30" snag, S.45°E., 47 lks. with scribe marks "1/45 BT" showing. The marks of the other GLO snags were rotted off. Mr. Whitmore then scribed 2 new witnesses:

a 18" alder, S.84°W., 64.5 ft. bark scribed "1/4S30BT."
a 14" alder, N.74°W., 71 ft., bark scribed "1/4S19BT."

L. Whitmore, 1968, found a logging road had destroyed the corner point and both original GLO snags, also M. Whitmore's NW alder BT. Whitmore's SW alder was a sawed off stump with scribe marks showing. Using the remaining scribed alder stump L. Whitmore determined the true corner point in the west wheel track of Gauldy Road, S-44. From this point he scribed two fir stumps:
56" sawed off fir snag, S.70°E., 147 ft., scribed "1/4S30CSBT."
50" sawed off fir snag, N.44°E., 61.8 ft., scribed "1/4S19CSBT."

Description of corner evidence found:
Post 4" diam. scribed "MC" set 9 ft. west of corner position.
50" fir stump BT, N44°E., 61.8 ft.
56" fir stump BT, S70°E., 147.0 ft.

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner:
Set a 12"x1" diam. iron pipe with a 2-1/2" brasscap MKD.
Cap is set 6" below the surface of Rd #S-44
Witness post was removed from its location and discarded.
Set a 6 ft. fence post with an attention sign 4 ft. west of cap.
Painted the visible scribing on the BT stumps with red paint.
Nailed attention signs to the front of the BT stumps.

Witnesses by L. Whitmore, Tillamook Co. Deputy Surveyor
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